SOCIAL INNOVATION/ENTREPRENEUR (SISE)

SISE 1000  Introduction to Social Innovation  (3)
This introductory course gives students an appreciation for the field of social innovation, including key concepts such as understanding systems change, assessing organizational mission, and measuring social value. The course considers the historical perspective of the field to inform our current understanding of solving social and environmental problems.

SISE 1940  Transfer Coursework  (0-20)
Transfer coursework at the 1000 level. Departmental approval may be required.

Maximum Hours: 99

SISE 2010  Intro Social Innov/Entrepreneur  (3)
SISE 2010 is an introductory class that gives students an appreciation for the fields of social innovation and social entrepreneurship (SISE), including key concepts such as understanding systems change, assessing organizational mission, and measuring social value. The course considers the historical perspective of the field to inform our current understanding of solving social and environmental problems. Further, we look at cases of social entrepreneurs, intrapreneurs, innovators, and visionaries who are coming up with novel methods to address a variety of social issues while utilizing different organizational forms and operating in international, domestic, and local contexts.

SISE 2020  Intro to Business  (3)
This course highlights the importance of understanding business planning and economic concepts for social entrepreneurial organizations. The course will assess different business models for social impact organizations and how these organizations integrate their social mission with their business strategies. Business planning is essential for any organization, whether it is a business, a social entrepreneurial organization, a government agency, etc. Students will consider the necessary business skills required of social entrepreneurs and others working to make systemic, sustainable change in communities around the world. Prerequisite(s): SISE 2010.

Prerequisite(s): SISE 2010.

SISE 2890  Service Learning  (0-1)
Students complete a service activity in the community in conjunction with the content of a three-credit co-requisite course. Course may be repeated up to unlimited credit hours.

Maximum Hours: 99

SISE 2940  Transfer Coursework  (0-20)
Transfer coursework at the 2000 level. Departmental approval may be required.

Maximum Hours: 99

SISE 3010  Dsgn Thinking Collective Impac  (4)
This course offers a practical, experience-based introduction to design-thinking (DT) tools and techniques with a focus on social innovation for collective impact. We use a rights-based approach to our experiments in design thinking, grounding our activities and discussions in the UN Sustainable Development Goals and the UN Declaration of Human Rights. Through a series of projects, you will learn to find a need by looking for gaps highlighted by the SDGs and the Declaration of Human Rights, and you will respond to this need in individual and group activities. Throughout the semester, you will be introduced to the principles and mindsets that are associated with design thinking through discussion, studio and field work, and close collaboration with colleagues and members of the New Orleans community. Prerequisite(s): SISE 2010.

Prerequisite(s): SISE 2010.

SISE 3210  The Arts and Social Impact  (3)
Pablo Picasso once said, “Every child is an artist. The problem is how to remain an artist once we grow up.” The purpose of this course is to examine the value of the arts in society, and more specifically the linkages between the arts, creative problem solving, and social impact. The capacity for artistic expression is one of the defining characteristics of being human. Yet, the arts are systematically devalued in public schools. And the myth of the “struggling artist” perpetuates the idea of the artist as an outcast. Drawing from multiple perspectives, we will explore the unique ways the arts contribute to social impact. We will discuss theories, read scholarly articles, examine case studies, and hear from guest speakers in the local arts community. We will specifically investigate the relationship between art and social impact in terms of (a) arts education, (b) social movements, and (c) economic and community development. Attention will be given to the ways artistic expression intersects with structures of class, gender, race, and geography.
SISE 3310 Facilitating Social Justice (3)
This practicum is a requirement for ongoing participation in the Community Engagement Advocates program and requires applied work in facilitating social justice dialogues. The student facilitators in this class will participate in weekly experiential sessions: to observe, practice, learn and prepare for their work as peer-to-peer facilitators and student leaders working for collective impact; to strengthen their own understanding of social justice, identity development and multicultural education in the context of community engagement and service learning; to further develop their community and co-facilitation relationships and experience; and to continue their own personal growth and development in the areas of facilitation and social justice.

SISE 3320 Facilitating Comm Engagement (3)
This practicum is a requirement for ongoing participation in the Community Engagement Advocates program and requires applied work in facilitating social justice dialogues. The student facilitators in this class will participate in weekly experiential sessions: to observe, practice, learn and prepare for their work as peer-to-peer facilitators and student leaders working for collective impact; to strengthen their own understanding of social justice, identity development and multicultural education in the context of community engagement and service learning; to further develop their community and co-facilitation relationships and experience; and to continue their own personal growth and development in the areas of facilitation and social justice.

SISE 3890 Service Learning (1)
Students complete a service activity in the community in conjunction with the content of a three-credit co-requisite course. Course may be repeated up to unlimited credit hours.

Maximum Hours: 99

SISE 3940 Transfer Coursework (0-20)
Transfer coursework at the 3000 level. Departmental approval may be required.

Maximum Hours: 99

SISE 4020 Leadership for Collective Impact (3)
The purpose of this course is to develop the next generation of leaders for our country and the world. The study of leadership begins with a conceptual understanding of the genealogies and evolution of leadership theory. It follows with students gaining practical knowledge about change management and different leadership styles and characteristics through case studies and personal interactions with proven leaders. The course also creates an opportunity for students to assess and demonstrate their leadership capabilities and to develop a personal leadership plan for the future. Prerequisite(s): SISE 2010, 2020 and 3010.

Prerequisite(s): SISE 2010, 2020 and 3010.

SISE 4050 Senior Seminar (1)
The senior seminar provides a forum for seniors in the social innovation and social entrepreneurship minor (SISE) to synthesize their undergraduate work in this area of study. Students will critically reflect on and consolidate their knowledge and understanding of the SISE field. Through critical discussion around specific themes relevant to SISE, seminar participants will forge a deeper understanding of SISE as an approach to addressing social problems, its potential, and the nature of its critiques. A primary goal of the SISE minor is to help students embody the design thinking skills of empathy, listening, and humility and collaboration, with a focus on social impact (rather than profit or self-promotion). To that end, the class sessions offer a forum for engaging in meaningful reflection on major topics and themes studied throughout the semester and the opportunity to relate that to student’s individual experiences. The class will also help students cement their network of current and future thought partners, including peers, classmates, instructors, and guest lecturers. Students will reflect on long-term goals as active citizens and changemakers and explore next steps beyond graduation Prerequisite(s): SISE 2010, 2020, 3010 and 4020.

Prerequisite(s): SISE 2010, 2020, 3010 and 4020.

SISE 4560 SISE Internship (3)
SISE Internship open to especially qualified upper level students with approval of instructor, 3 credit hours. Students must contact the SISE Director to enroll.

Maximum Hours: 99

SISE 4570 SISE CPS Internship (3)
CPS Internship Coordinators place students in the appropriate seminar depending on their department for credit and their internship. Internship Seminars are based on discussion sessions, professional development workshops, guest speakers from local organizations, and student presentations.

Maximum Hours: 99
SISE 4890 Service Learning (0-1)
Students complete a service activity in the community in conjunction with the content of a three-credit co-requisite course. Course may be repeated up to unlimited credit hours.

Maximum Hours: 99

SISE 4910 Independent Study (1-3)
Independent Study Open to especially qualified upper level students with approval of instructor, 1-3 credit hours.

SISE 4940 Transfer Coursework (0-20)
Transfer coursework at the 4000 level. Departmental approval may be required.

Maximum Hours: 99

SISE 4950 Special Topics (1-3)
Special Topics in Social Innovation and Social Entrepreneurship. These are newly developed courses or courses taught by visiting faculty. Title and content may vary by semester. See the Schedule of Classes for specific offerings. Course may be repeated unlimited times for credit.

Course Limit: 99

SISE 4951 Special Topics (3)
Special Topics in Social Innovation and Social Entrepreneurship. These are newly developed courses or courses taught by visiting faculty. Title and content may vary by semester. See the Schedule of Classes for specific offerings. Course may be repeated unlimited times for credit.

Course Limit: 99

SISE 4952 Special Topics (3)
Special Topics in Social Innovation and Social Entrepreneurship. These are newly developed courses or courses taught by visiting faculty. Title and content may vary by semester. See the Schedule of Classes for specific offerings. Course may be repeated unlimited times for credit.

Course Limit: 99

SISE 4953 Special Topics (1-3)
Special Topics in Social Innovation and Social Entrepreneurship. These are newly developed courses or courses taught by visiting faculty. Title and content may vary by semester. See the Schedule of Classes for specific offerings. Course may be repeated unlimited times for credit.

Course Limit: 99

SISE 5380 Junior Year Abroad (1-20)
Courses may be repeated up to unlimited credit hours.

Maximum Hours: 99

SISE 5390 Junior Year Abroad (1-20)
Courses may be repeated up to unlimited credit hours.

Maximum Hours: 99

SISE 6950 Special Topics (1-3)
Special Topics in Social Innovation and Social Enterprenuership. These are newly developed courses or courses taught by visiting faculty. Title and content may vary by semester. See the Schedule of Classes for specific offerings. Course may be repeated unlimited times for credit.

Course Limit: 99